A beginner’s mind is the fastest way to success
Starting with beginner‟s mind or attempting to learn something new is all about the inspiration
and your inner motivation. When we try or resolve to do then always we have to work hard and
grab the opportunities in our surroundings to get the success in it. Human mind can adapt, accept
and learn if we keep doing the action and that‟s how it‟s processed. It's about accepting the
unexpected, thinking all the time and changing. We get happy as we seek something different. So
we're more relaxed because we're curious to know about stuff.
Similarly, the zeal of learning in the beginner‟s mind is one of the key factors that results in the
success. It gives us the opportunity to try several different items from the beginning. The more
experiences we get, the happier our lives become. We discover, and most likely can excel at,
what we are genuinely passionate about. By trial and error we find our reality.
The zeal in beginner’s mind
When the new things you started to learn at the same time you have to look back and rethink
about the past experiences and then keep a step forward to excel in the new thing at the
beginning. From experiences we learn a lot and it also helps in keeping the zeal alive in
ourselves to get success in what we are doing.
Another method which a beginner‟s mind tries is the trial and error method, there is saying that
„nobody is the genius and come with everything learned‟. So, this method simply belongs to the
activities we do in learning new things. Sometimes we got success and sometimes we get failure,
but the failure is our learning and experience that we got.
Strive for achieving the short goals
Learning the new things in beginning come up with the new challenges and experiences and to
overcome from these you have to always set your small targets or goals. But only setting that you
can‟t achieve anything or get success, you have to strive for achieving that those small goals to
learn something new and get success in that.
Listen more rather than speaking
For learning a things beginner‟s mind should first learn to accept instead of arguing more, which
helps in improving your knowledge about that particular thing. Listening skills helps the people
in getting understand more about the subject and more information about it. Beginner‟s mind is
should always avail the every opportunity to learn the new things about the subject to get fastest
success.
Do tasks from which you have fear

The ultimate thing to get the fastest success is to do the tasks from which you have fear and face
the challenges instead of giving up. This will not only help you in boosting your motivation but
also increase your self confidence which is very essential to get the fastest success.
“Beginner‟s mind always has an attitude and eagerness to learn about the new subject”

